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Please explain:

1 I tell my husband that he should go back to school and Canada College would be a great place to start.

2 Campus friendly and people (faculty) actually care here

3 You can't get a better or more accessible community college experience in my estimation

4 I love this college. I drive out here from San Leandro,Ca, The campus is excelent & any utilities you need are here.

5 Yes because it is a nice safe campus with some great teachers and tutoring.

6 Excellent professor's, beautiful college setting

7 Small size of college is comfortable.  Facalty members seem to be friendly and overall works well.

8 A good starting point to understanding how college works while being able to complete GE+ then be able to transfer to a 4 year

9 Because I think the teachers are awesome, very helpful. There are a lot of programs for students that need help with tutoring,essays,presentation prep.

10 because it is good center to learn

11 Poor teachers, very poor organization, extremely poor learning environment

12 This college has been very helpful and supportive with all my educational decisions.

13 It's a friendly, welcoming place that I would recommend.

14 CWA program  is a great program; people are nice and I feel comfortable there

15 I have recommended this institution to my older siblings coming back to school..

16 This school is wonderful and I recommend it to everyone

17 Maybe, but I won't recommend to those who is the Chinese ESL background students

18 So far I have had a great experience with my professors at the school.

19 It is a great transfer college.

20 It have the best instructors and classes for good price

21 I would recommend Canada College because of the many available resources.

22 It's a beautiful campus and if you are determined to do well, you have all the available tools to succeed

23 The counselor are very helpful and there are lots of people who are willing to help you at the learning center.

24 Good fashion dept.

25 Such a great environment, helpful staff and the fact that it gives the community experience.

26 The professors are really good.

27 Yes for Rad tech prog

28 So far my experince has been wonderful, I will recomand it to  anyone.

29 Its a great school

30 Should be awarded best CC!

31 Although, it depends on the family member/friend's situation

32 Is a very helpful school

27. Would you recommend Cañada College to a family member or friend?

Please explain:  431

answered question  1052

skipped question        79

Answer Options

Yes   97.2%   1023

No       2.8%        29
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33 For two years since I began Canada i had issues with financial aid services. Sometimes I found myself paying the same amount of money twice and no one would 

inform me on time, to prevent the second time of paying.

34 The fashion program is outstanding

35 Definitely will recommend Canada Colle to a family member

36 beautiful campus, great teacher, comfortable learning environment

37 yes, its a safe environment and great teachers

38 Great campus. A lot of support.

39 Nice environment

40 because it has good teachers

41 Because I have and the counselors were very unhelpful and my friend had talked to three staff members and all were just not friendly and not clear no seemed 

educated enough to help her. She chose a different school out of frustration. Unfortunately :(.

42 It's near home, friendly, and very knowledgeable.

43 It's nice school

44 Good college

45 my friend

46 I have been at this campus for seven years and each year it gets better and better.

47 Always I invite people to join this college

48 Easy to get around and its not a party school.

49 Yes, especially if the student is majoring STEM

50 It's affordable and gets the job done

51 I would recommend Community College to almost anyone, specifically any college in SMCCD.

52 Community College is a great option for high school grads.

53 The fashion department is excellent, and the campus is gorgeous

54 It is a excellent college. I am very happy as a international student to be part of this community.

55 It is a good campus overall. it is local, there are programs availabke to help guide you through and to support you financially. There are events that promote studebt 

involvement.

56 The campus is great and classes are good. The school makes it easy for people to attend and learn even if they haven't been to school in a while.

57 I'd rather be at CSM, bigger campus. More recognized.

58 A small campus but everyone knows almost everyone and people are very friendly

59 My daughters both attended.  My son will start in the fall.

60 I think it's a great, supportive college.

61 good learning envirement with all the tools you need to be successful

62 I feel encourage to be a better student at all time while I am in school.

63 The campus is extremely welcoming to anyone looking to further their education. The campus is very clean and well kept which is also something taken into 

account when picking out a school.

64 Most of the teachers are great

65 There are enough sources to help anyone out in regards to education.

66 I love the school & staff

67 Good education quality

68 it's a good college

69 I have been attending Canada since Fall 2011 and I love it :)

70 Canada is a gem.

71 Nice, quiet environment for learning and a lot of resources available.

72 It's a very nice environment and very good instructors
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73 I think anyone would enjoy it here.

74 it's a great place.

75 The campus is well kept and the faculty are well trained

76 I like Cañada and feel like I'm getting a good education here.

77 because it is a good college

78 Yes

79 It will help them grow.

80 I like the overall feel of the campus and professors.

81 I would totally recommend Canada College to everyone! Such a beautiful campus with great teachers and students!

82 Absolutely!

83 I love the campus size, and everyone is super helpful and friendly. You feel encouragement and a sense of "you can do it". its not big and confusing like the sister 

campuses and the faculty are not rude like the others.

84 Everyone is helpful, and want to see you succeed.  The campus is very calming and a great place to study.

85 Counselors are such motivators to students.

86 Cañada College has been the best experience for me. I really enjoy all of my teachers, the faculty, and me peers. Everyone is very approachable and informative. I 

feel Cañada is like a second home! I feel very comfortable and welcomed.

87 It has served me well. I don't have experience with night classes there, but my day classes have been good.

88 Close knit community, open to discussion, positive teacher/student interactions.

89 Because I feel I achieved great progress in my studies with the help of the instructor, and all the college staff.

90 it's a great college. I like how it is small and not as big as other schools

91 overall nice campus

92 great school

93 Because is a College with good academic prestige nation wide.

94 I enjoy working with my teachers!!!

95 Canada College has great teachers!

96 Canada College is an educational facility that excells in providing the best tools to students to achieve their educational goals.

97 I have gotten an amazing education and had no issues getting classes. I liked all my teachers and I feel prepared to transfer or enter the work force.

98 Is a lack community where just those that came with any recomendation ( sure sub rosa) has success or gets help, other just we staffed

99 I was easily able to get my classes that I could not get in Southern California.

100 Canada College is a great place to learn

101 Cañada College is very good.

102 Not as crowded as Skyline

103 Love the Campus atmosphere

104 I think it is a great community and people here make it a great experience

105 its close to home and a student can get the basic requirements done

106 instructors are helpful

107 Learning experience in all areas have been excellent

108 The campus is too far from outside hangout places.

109 I feel comfortable on campus and I truly enjoy the classes.

110 I would recommend Canada College to others because I find it really easy to navigate around campus and find classes. It is a friendly campus, I have had no 

problems and i just feel great here.

111 it has a really nice campus

112 Canada is great!

113 The professors are 100 altruistic and knowledgeable
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114 teachers and classmates are friendly

115 Great environment and resources to help you achieve success

116 It is the best college in the area because I have also been to other college.

117 The college helps you achieve the goals and dreams you have.

118 beautiful campus; everyone is friendly. instructors are great

119 good environment and mostly good professors

120 easy to get into classes. Not as crowded as other campuses. Good level of education

121 great community

122 We have great teachers but there are some that really need to learn to be a teacher to the students and not a friend.

123 The faculty and students are much more enthusiastic and approachable than at the last college I attended.

124 The science teachers are awful and I wasted to much money .. They all just want to get paid and don't care about the success of their students

125 The environment is relax and gives you a sense of how to learn.

126 It's very peaceful

127 It is more than efficient in helping you to grow mentally, physically, and educationally.

128 Because it has classes with different sckechule that every one can take no matter if people  have job .

129 I wouldn't

130 because have different options for all persons

131 I wouldnt recommend the counsolers there. Its has been a journey for me to actually have help with anyone there. also, 30min, with a counsler is not enought time 

they should be extended for at least 45 mmin.

132 Wonderful location, very clean!  No smoking is important

133 great community and small that you know where everything is.

134 I love it here. After transferring form CCSF I find the students helpful and the environment very fulfilling.

135 Great small school mostly good teachers sometimes bad though.

136 It's a nice campus with a wide variety of classes.

137 I really like the environment of the school. Friendly more positive and you want to come to school more often then not.

138 is Very good college

139 Small,quiet campus which is good for studying

140 If they were instructed in a STEM field or a 1st gen. student

141 Great Overall

142 Beautiful campus and encouraging learning environment along with excellent teachers who are extremely knowledgeable about the topics they teach

143 They should strive for a University.

144 Cañada provides education needs for anyone either looking to transfer, or just those who want to learn and better themselves.

145 For middle college program.

146 Yes if they are looking just to go to class and leave. If they are looking for new friends and a place to hang out between or after colleges I would sugget no.

147 it has a great program and they are very helpful

148 Good classes, great teachers!

149 Is a magisterial community that protects just those that are recommended by some body that works on county offices.and if you don't have influences or some 

gossip runs about one's,even the magisterial follow based on emotions intead

150 Best decision ever to come here

151 I like it there

152 Excellent support for math, science and all subjects!

153 I've recommended Canada to three of my siblings which all attended Canada.

154 c.c is a excellent college that offers good programs.
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155 I feel like it's a good place to complete basic requirements while you're trying to figure out what you want to do

156 I already have!

157 I have already told and tell both how great Canada is!

158 I do all the time

159 beautiful campus and wonderful admin staff

160 The emphasis on STEM majors is what drew me to Canada College in the first place.

161 Kind staff guide you through a difficult process

162 Canada college has been a really helpful and nice campus to me, besides having the pre-requirements for my career, they offer me a lot of financial and 

educational help to succeed and approach my goals.

163 With the exception of Dr. Sondra Saterfield. I would advise against taking any of her courses. She is aweful and lost her drive to teach and does not meet the level 

of Canada College

164 I would recommend this college to anyone because all the staff and people are friendly as well as helpful.

165 I would recommend Canada College because everybody is very helpful  though i have jump into a couple of people that they are not willing to help you more than 

their expectations of work

166 I think Cañada accommodates students with a variety of goals and helps to prepare them, provides good resources, and overall has a great teaching staff.

167 over a 4 year university due to cost, relative to location

168 Great for post-bac/continuing ed classes! Gorgeous campus, friendly environment. By far the best of the SMCCD

169 I think Cañada is a great school. It's a small campus and very easy to navigate in terms of courses.

170 For the most part, I have had a great experience at Canada College. It is a good environment to learn and grow. Also to meet new people. All the tools are here.

171 I really enjoyed all the teachers I had.

172 Absolutely!

173 Not challenged enough and not many people my age in my classes

174 its a very nice campus and I really enjoy the teachers and the staff around campus

175 It's a great environment

176 Love the environment of the school very positive

177 Yes it's a nice College setting, not to big and over whelming.

178 It's a small school so it's easier for the teachers to work with you more directly

179 Its a good place to start as you can always transfer to a 4 year.

180 It's a good college to get back into school

181 Outstanding staff, nice campus with views

182 Yes, because of the overall environment

183 Most of my friends are of military background and canada is not a yellow ribbon school. It is expensive for those out of state transfers who have served their country 

and yet free to some who contribute nothing back to society. Seems unethical to me.

184 It's a good school

185 Has a fairly large number of classes in a variety of multimedia classes

186 This CIS Instruction is terrible, so if this is a gauge for the rest of the school, then I could not recommend it.

187 Because most classes require textbooks that can only be found at Canada.

188 because is supportive.

189 exelent college

190 I  mentor a young leader of a single mother's cohort and I am recommending she and her cohort to take advantage of the College for Working Adults program at 

Canada.

191 The college helps create a path to reach a short/long term educational goal, with the most effectiveness.
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192 Great friendly campus!

193 ii have recommended the college

194 It's a very studious environment, and since it is a relatively small campus, you feel really comfortable with your surroundings i.e familiar faces and knowing where 

everything is.

195 Instructor Jett Chinn for BILD 250 is too difficult, hard, and expects us to learn too much too soon.

196 Nice school

197 Yes I would

198 But NOT on-line classes at Canada

199 I would recommend Canada to my family or friends because the campus atmosphere is very positive with so many people willing to help you succeed your goals.

200 I would recommend Canada because of small class sizes, and it is a friendly environment.

201 The teachers and the environment are good

202 Yes I would because it's close,it's safe and the teachers really care about their students

203 I have had nothing but positive experience with staff and school

204 Yes because of the quality of courses and progress able to achieve. No because I personally do not feel very welcome or safe on campus, and also no because I 

disagree with some requirements.

205 I've experienced two other community colleges in the past and by far all three campuses are exceptional and thus I have recommended any of the three campuses.

206 Because the teachers are very smart and helpful. It is their passion that gets me to want to learn more. A great college to get the ge reruirements to transfer

207 Indeed! They offer great help and recommendations and quality education.

208 Good variety of classes and different times.

209 Good value

210 It's a great school!

211 Good environment, friendly people, great professor and counselers

212 Very supporting and almost everything is offered here

213 Because is a great place where you can succeed to achieve your goal

214 it is well rounded and helps everyone

215 Really good environment and has a beautiful view

216 the classes are good

217 I'd recommend high school students to take classes here first before transferring to a 4 year school.

218 It offers a lot for being a community college. All the professors that I have taken have been very approachable and they also enjoy what they teach and so they 

teach it well. I can also ask them questions during their office hours and they are always avaliable during that time. There are also many great programs for the 

diverse population at Cañada and since it is a small school, there are always people to study with. I also like the tutoring at the Learning and STEM Center, it is 

really helpful.

219 Yes! The campus is so beautiful, the teachers are great, and the library is nice.

220 Is the best

221 professors are awesome

222 Its a great school

223 its a nice small college beautiful too I like it.

224 Beautiful campus, wonderful and supportive staff

225 The reason why because they are the best school. Everyone is so good and nice. Everything they provide for you to use and take advantages of it are all very 

helpful. Best school in the wold.

226 Welcoming
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227 Depends

228 ECE I have recommended numerous times

229 But this college needs more teachers that actually want to teach and not just make us read out of the book or rush through the course or make us learn the course 

since the teacher doesn't want to put in the effort to etcher because we don't pay for school to teach ourselves, that's what teachers are for.

230 Easy to get into a class, nice, clean campus, and very diverse.

231 The staff and teachers are really helpful.

232 it's a good school

233 its a nice campus with lots of amenities, and the programs are well funded

234 The school has a warm atmosphere that allows one to confortably learn and navigate through the school.

235 only for a non essential classes or ones needed on semester.

236 I like the way of teaching thatcanada faculty has and I will recommentd it to others to come to canada because support is always there.

237 The support for achieving goals is stellar. You can always find help here!

238 Because they are helpful and very knowledgeable

239 Yes because it is not an overcrowded campus.

240 Great resources.

241 Nice campus

242 yes good teachers

243 because of the great programs

244 Yes.  It was fairly easy to get the courses online, and I did everything online from financial aid to selecting courses.  The counselors were very helpful and so far I 

enjoy my classes and the professors are knowledgeable and helpful.

245 Great environment, instructors and students seem happy there.

246 I have recommended family and friends to attend Canada but I also let them know how to go about using Canada to best suit them.

247 Students and Staff are friendly and knowledgeable.

248 Because I feel that Canada College has very good carees to pick from and a great support for students "Our Learning Center".

249 I have had an amazing experience at Canada and often tell people that they should look into the calsses offered there.

250 Overall, it is pretty good

251 Accessability is easy and a broad variety of classes

252 In comparing Cañada College's fashion department with other two your programs--public & pravate in California--Cañada is second to none!

253 Great student support system in place.

254 Best campus

255 Canada College have the best and nice teachers.

256 i love Canada College and love my teachers, I want this for my sons

257 It is a safe and friendly campus

258 overall I've had a good experience in the school so I would recommend it

259 It is a good place to learn and obtain employment.

260 It's small and easy to get around

261 I really like the campus how modern and open it is. The faculty are all really knowledgable and I really higly recommend people attend Canada College.

262 I like it. Most friendly stuff and helpful

263 because,really,really I am learning in these campus.

264 Absolutely!

265 Practice what you preach.

266 Evening classes, Flexible lab hours

267 Well, It is a place with a good environment and for the excellent professor that help student to keep going.

268 the help that you get from counseling is great
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269 great way to learn

270 It's a great place to start. Classes aren't completly enormous, and it help that teachers connect with the class.

271 Canada has a lot to offer and many resources that can benefit anyone that wants to go back to school or start off at a community college.

272 Canada is amazing!!!

273 I love Cañada, and have already recommended it to many friends.

274 I do recommend to others

275 because you can get a lot of help. the staff are very professional and the student services get a lot of help too

276 of course is the Excellent College.

277 Beautiful campus, the professors seem to know what they are talking about, and you get plenty of exercise!

278 it's a great campus. The staff is very helpful i enjoy coming to campus

279 Nice community college with very frienldy and kind stuff! I always get the help I need! The learning center is amzing-it very helpful.

280 The atmosphere is very comfortable and the teachers very supportive.

281 A variety of resources available to students.

282 I would recommend Canada College to a friend because they provide a lot of help when needed. They have students that tutor in just about every subject available 

on campus. The environment is very comfortable.The students and teachers are mature. The provide a lot of oppoturnities to students who are struggling with 

income or have low income. They have many programs.

283 Canada Colllege is a really good college and  offers a lot of help fpr all of the students. It offers a lot of opportunities for students.

284 Fashion Department is exceptional

285 Best College Ever!

286 I have already done this for  the Multimedia and 3 D Animation classes.

287 It is a very calm place, good class courses

288 because its easy to get a book or ordered it.

289 Depending on the subject of interest

290 excellent value for quality of education and continued expansion

291 I preferred it to Foothill, which is the other junior college option.

292 Canada college has such a positive and calming learning environment.

293 I really love Canada College, my son was transfering of there and I am taking classes at.

294 I already tell people how great canada is

295 Canada is an amazing school.

296 Yes i love it

297 It is a very friendly place and you feel very comfortable.

298 Its Great if you are a serious learner

299 Good environment, pretty campus, excellent teachers, sufficient resources.

300 always praises in front of my freinds

301 in some point, yes because is very convenient but they dont really push students to keep going or transfer, i been doing everything by myself of friends help.

302 Canada College is excellent for all

303 great teachers

304 Canada is really as small structure and might not be enough for those who have a lot of ambition as my relatives do.

305 Canada is a special school Teachers for the most part are caring and go the extra mile. It is a gem.

306 The campus is nice, and the teachers are helpful and friendly.

307 Great FASH dept.

308 It is a Great campus

309 They have a lot of help
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310 Friendly environment

311 I like it.

312 Excellent educational programs.

313 Good community college to attend so that you can take classes whether for self-enjoyment, professional needs, or transfer needs.

314 Great school

315 Really great support

316 Especially the College for Working Adults program

317 I got into my top choice university after two years at Canada, so I would recommend a friend to consider taking classes here if they are unsure what to do straight 

out of high school

318 This campus is very friendly. We feel comfortable when we get help from the office, librarians, professors, and friends. We feel like we are in a big family.

319 It is easy to get information to accomplish what we want to do for career.

320 Smaller college, smaller class sizes

321 The campus is nice and allows students to feel comfortable during their studies

322 It can be a bit confusing to a new student but once you get the hang of it it's great.

323 Great place to learn and there are a lot of resources for help.

324 its a great way to transferable courses to be applied to a degree

325 great school, because the environment is nice and nice staff as well.

326 I drive from SF just to attend classes at Cañada because of the professors and support at Learning Center.

327 It's great

328 Many well-known people in the Bay Area and even in the country have started their first steps at Canada College, so I feel the school also helps normal people like 

myself.

329 We get all the help that we need

330 .

331 I have already

332 The campus is very nice, and I enjoy going to this school.

333 If a family member needed to take courses here I would be satisfied in recommending them because classes are available at a good price and with qualified 

instructors.

334 Because it is easy to navigate plus I've never had a problem getting a class and I enjoy the distant learning program

335 lovely and friendly camous

336 It is a great institution, and it embody the parse "from here you can go anywhere"

337 It has many good system.

338 Cañada College is prestigious, exceptional and the teachers are the best!

339 Excellent learning atmosphere and very supportive and approachable instructor

340 I feel free to learn and succeed on this campus.

341 It's college available for everyone.

342 If they wanted to get a degree in Fashion

343 Overall I find the campus a vibrant place to learn and fosters a positive attitude in the students

344 the best things of canada college comparing with others college is that students have more access to get help

345 It is overall a good place to grow, learn, and make memories.

346 Canada College is a good school, but I feel like I am still in high school. The teachers have very good teaching skills but they should be pushing students more to 

finish and complete their work adequately. They should also know how to get the respect that they deserve from students.

347 The resources available to all types of students is excellent!

348 because is cheaper than univercity

349 There is the only one who admited undocumented students
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350 I think canada is a great college for anyone. Everyone is nice and canada offers alot of help to everyone if they need it.

351 yasss

352 Only because I know the inner-workings

353 If they need to complete units to transfer or haven't been to school in a while, Cañada is a good place to start.

354 Great instructors, caring & helpful staff, lovely atmosphere...

355 It is a good school.

356 I love the staff, they're very friendly and knowledgable

357 I really believe cañada Offers that sense of guidance toward achieving your future

358 I love the school and the enivotinent overall I just love the people and staff are so friendly and I feel comfortable

359 I basically preach what a good decision it was for me to come here

360 Overall a great experience

361 I have even recommended to friends. Infact the help you get here in Canada College is more than enough in all areas to think of.

362 I think the campus is very friendly the professors here are very good. Tutors especially are very helpful. I can always get into a class I want even if I waitlist.

363 Nice environment

364 all of my family has gone here!

365 They help you perform what you want to do

366 School's environment is neat and clean. Easy access to freeway or local areas.

367 Best college I've attended so far!

368 Cañada College has made the transition form high school quite easy. One thing that really points out to me is the Learning Center. They are so welcoming and 

helpful. They provide tutoring services to any area of subjects students need.

369 Canada shows it's prior knowledge from admin to teachers counselor ect.

370 I've been to 3 different colleges and this one has given me more knowledge about careers and life after school

371 But I would explain prior that Canada College is more difficult in terms of grading, lecture, class materials, etc compared to College of San Mateo.  I would ask them 

if they are prepared for the challenge first,

372 Canada College has a small, beautiful campus and a good STEM program.

373 There are many classes that you can take that satisfy the requirements of most degrees and the professors and counselors are helpful.

374 is a great small campus whew you can transfer out of to a university

375 I have studied at Canada College for 4 years, in general the attention is escellent.

376 I would recommend Canda to a family member or friend because it has a small beautiful campus with mostly great instructors and the counseling department has 

some great counselors who will be sure that student succeed and complete their academic goals at canada.

377 It is a great campus

378 I

379 great learning environment

380 .

381 Great Campus and Great Staff

382 Friendly campus

383 Yes, my few years at CC have been good.

384 Great Campus and Great Teachers

385 More options for career

386 Yes, because it is an extremely friendly environment and the small campus provides a close knit feeling.

387 Good staff and curriculum.

388 A fantastic place for starting your life

389 Canada college is a great school
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390 Great place to learn!

391 Yes I could b/c of its safe environment and opportunity

392 I love the small class sizes and welcoming atmosphere

393 Absolutely. Great school and easy to get classes

394 I was the second person in my family to come to Cañada and since then I have encouraged two siblings, and a couple friends to come back to school.

395 Staff and faculty attitudes have improved and are friendlier and more helpful

396 Overall it is a great opportunity for anyone.

397 Because is a great college and you can find all the help you need to succed in college

398 good help and resources

399 Canada has the classes needed to advance, to the next level.

400 beautiful campus, great teachers

401 It's a great school with great professors and an awesome campus.

402 I find the college to be one of the more diverse campuses within the SMCCCD

403 I had a bad experience with some people at admissions. They Always look like they are having a bad day and we the students are bothering them.

404 Not for sports

405 IT depends on what they were looking for. I've found it to be very reasonably priced but so far I'm not impressed by the quality of instruction.

406 Classes are easy to get and in coming freshman have more time to decide on a major.

407 The counselors are very friendly and easy to talk to.

408 because its a excellent place to study.

409 I have recommended classes to my co-workers.

410 The small campus makes everything easier

411 I always tell people how much I love Canada

412 My friends and family are already attending this college.

413 i came here to play baseball but i really like how everyone is so helpful

414 good quality and value

415 for someone who didn't want to go to community college, you've made the experience extremely welcoming for me

416 It's a beautiful campus, compared to Skyline or CSM, and it's most inviting for academics.

417 I do not like the international programs

418 community college prices mixed with great edu!!

419 Depending on what their major is, and their financial situation.

420 The college is a great place to square away Associate Degree requirements and transfer courses, and above all else to engage in an intellectually stimulating and 

challenging learning experience. I would highly recommend the school to friends and family.

421 Great environment to be in and very resourceful.

422 Is a great place to study

423 I love Canada!

424 Nice college

425 It's a great school

426 It offers a wide range of classes for a number of careers.

427 Even thought some teachers don't do their work right or they don't even have the motivation to be a teacher I would recommend canada but I would not recommend 

some instructors

428 It's a good school to start out if one does not desire going to a 4-year university immediately.

429 the school is efficient for AA

430 Cañada has lots of good programs that help student succeed.

431 I have recommended canada to friends
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